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Reminder of PSIA Operating Policy
Antitrust
The discussion should not address market allocation, pricing, or similar anticompetitive matters.
Intellectual Property
If a participant knows his or her company has patent claims that cover a portion of the spec or standard
under discussion, he or she is obligated to disclose those claims, and the company must either agree to
negotiate RAND (Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) license terms or the WG will have to try to work
around the claims (and the company may be asked not to participate further if this happens repeatedly).

Special Note: Next meeting is July 27, 2016. This meeting will be a check in to follow up on the
decisions reached in the meeting detailed below.

Agenda:
1. Minutes of last meeting
2. ASIS 2016 demonstration
3. Whitepapers
4. Conformance Process
5. General business
6. Next meeting/time

Attendance:
 Darren Bain, RightCrowd
 Dave Bunzel, PSIA
 Jeff Longo, Kastle Systems
 Josh Jackson, RightCrowd
 Laura Kevitt, Tridium
Discussion:
 Meeting opened at 5:02 PM EDT
 ASIS demonstration details
o The ASIS demonstration will involve 2-3 PACS vendor hardware systems
connected to the Kastle PLAI agent with an east-bound interface to






Tridium’s software component. This will convert the badge read event to a
BACnet call and will change the set point (visually) on a thermostat
 Assuming 2-3 PACS, the demonstration scenario would be that
the thermostat set point will reduced accordingly each time
someone checks in.
 Nominating one of the PACS as an exit point would demonstrate
the capability to have people enter at one location that is being
managed by one PACS and then being able to exit at another
location that is being managed by a different PACS. Each time
someone exits the set point of the thermostat can be increased
proportionally until all people have exited
 Making the Internet available for the demonstration was
discussed, however it needs to be tested using whatever
technology is decided on (including purchasing the internet from
the organizers)
 Kastle will provide infrastructure for the demonstration; Kastle
typically require Internet access for the demonstrations however
Jeff indicated that he could look to put their whole stack onto one
beefed up laptop and this would obviate the need for Internet
connectivity
 RightCrowd indicated that they are working to extend the PACS
adapter they worked on with Microsoft to also provide event
streaming. This would allow Lenel readers to be used, or
alternatively PACOM or Tyco (based on previous demonstrations
and subject to Dave’s conversations with these companies about
their involvement)
 Allegian were not on the call, but based on previous involvement
in demonstrations and subject to them also exposing events to the
PLAI agent, they could also be involved in the ASIS
demonstration. Dave to follow up with Diane on this.
Outstanding actions from the previous minutes
o Conformant products – Darren asked Jeff if Kastle had been able to
provide a copy of the Failed output, and/or prior Pass outputs for Debbie
to use in her conformance efforts. Jeff advised he was still getting the
release of those cleared and would advise on this at the next meeting.
o Whitepapers
 Dave to send the latest copy of the RightCrowd whitepaper email
to Darren (who may have missed it while on leave) so that this can
be progressed
 Mohammad had delivered the draft of a whitepaper that outlined
the PSIA/PLAI efforts and included details on both the technical
architecture, as well as real-world examples
 Dave to check with Diane on the Allegian whitepaper
Other Business
o A follow up meeting next week to be convened
Meeting closed – 5:43pm EDT.

New/Open Action Items:
 (opened 07/20/2016) Dave to check with Allegian on the whitepaper content and
also their involvement in the PLAI demonstration at ASIS








(opened 07/20/2016) Jeff to deliver Fail and Pass conformance report example
documents
(opened 07/20/2016) Kastle to advise if they can deliver their part of the
demonstration without Internet access
(opened 07/13/2016) Checks on the 4g/Internet access at ASIS Orlando
conference rooms to be investigated
(opened 06/08/2016) Mohammad to provide a copy of the document that details
the East-bound interface
(opened 04/13/2016) Allegian to provide content summarizing what was
presented at ISC West
(opened 02/03/2016) Darren to work with Jeff on a short document outlining what
is required to take an existing PLAI adapter and extend it to support
Location/Zone Awareness

Closed Action Items
 (closed 04/13/2016) Kastle to provide content summarizing what was presented
at ISC West
Next Meeting: Wednesday 27th July, 2016 5pm EDT

